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Introduction
Nanoparticles
Nanoparticles are microscopic particles with at least one dimension measuring under 100
nm. Nanoparticle research is currently of great interest due to the wide applicability in optical,
biomedical, and electronics fields. Nanoparticles fall between bulk materials and atomic or
molecular structures. In some cases, they have inconsistent physical properties due to the nanoscale size (Subbenaik, 2016). The high surface area contributes to unique chemical and physical
properties. The optical properties depend on size. The reactivity, toughness, and other properties
depend on the shape, size, and structure. These characteristics lend nanoparticles great suitability
for various domestic and commercial applications including catalysis, medical applications, energybased research, imaging, and environmental applications (Khan et al., 2017).
Nanoparticles have the potential to revolutionize diverse fields such as engineering, in the
use of carbon nanotubes in building materials, and medicine, in the development of nanoparticle
drug formulations. NPs are also widely used in industry, agriculture, textiles, and renewable energy;
the prevalence of NPs in the environment continues to increase as consequence. It’s estimated that
the average person consumes 1012 submicron-sized particles per day in a normal diet as a result of
food additives consisting primarily of titanium dioxide and aluminosilicates (Lomer et. al, 2002).
Levels of incidental nanoparticles in the outdoor environment near heavy traffic areas can range
from 5000 to 3,000,000 particles/cm3 (Utell & Frampton, 2000).
Nanoparticles are employed in the development of novel nanodevices for numerous
physical, biological, biomedical, and pharmaceutical applications. NPs have a broad application to
several branches of medicine due to the capacity to deliver drugs in the optimum dosage range,
often increasing therapeutic efficiency while weakening the side effects (Khan et al., 2017). They
can also facilitate the passage of therapeutic agents through biological barriers, such as the blood-
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brain barrier (Zhang & Saltzman, 2013). In a biomedical context, NPs are utilized in detection of
proteins, tissue engineering, MRI contrast enhancement, tumor destruction via heating
(hyperthermia), fluorescent biological labels, cancer therapy, and bio detection of pathogens
(Salata, 2004). Some commercial applications of NPs include the addition of NPs in toothpaste,
AiroCide filters, sunscreens, and surface disinfectants among other applications.

ADME-Tox
Chemical impact on health is often investigated via the concept of ADME, which is a study of
how a chemical is absorbed, distributed, metabolized, and/or eliminated in living systems. ADME
describes the potential impact a chemical may have on a living system with respect to cellular
biology and biochemistry. Metabolism and movement of molecules is determined by
physiochemical properties of the molecule and of the host system. Chemical properties that impact
the ADME potential of a molecule include polarity, molecule weight, chirality, molecular size, etc.
ADME is generally used in the context of pharmaceutical impact but also applies to toxic exposure,
and is then referred to as ADME-Tox.

Biodistribution
Nanoparticle properties that affect biodistribution and toxicity include size, shape, surface
properties, matrix material, agglomeration, charge, and surface modification. NP size influences
biodistribution, protein absorption, and cell internalization mechanisms. For example, spherical
particles ranging from 100 – 200 nm in size have the longest circulation half-life because they are
large enough to avoid the clearance in the liver, but are small enough to escape spleen filtration
(Zhang & Saltzman, 2013). With respect to shape, the geometry of interaction between a cell and a
particle determines the rate of internalization. Surface properties strongly influence biodistribution
and biocompatibility properties. For example, NPs with hydrophobic surface chemistry are quickly
cleared from the bloodstream. There is clear evidence that NPs can cross body membranes to reach
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and accumulate within secondary organs such as the heart, spleen, liver, and brain, from an initial
exposure in the respiratory epithelium; this translocation is possible due the unique physiochemical properties of NPs (Schmid et al., 2017).
The effect of NP biodistribution on toxicity has been a concern especially with respect to
gold nanoparticles. In recent years, gold nanoparticles (GNP) have been actively used in various
fields of nanomedicine for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes. This includes potential application
in genomics, clinical chemistry, biosensors, microorganisms, immunoassays, living cell imaging and
monitoring using polarized resonance scattering (Khlebtsov & Dykman, 2011). Along with the use
of GNP in medicine rises questions about biodistribution and circulation in the blood stream and
elimination from the organism. The particles can persist and accumulate in the organism for
decades, causing unwanted radiation effects. Biodistribution of nanoparticles significantly affects
the possibility of accumulation within the organism, defining the short- or long- term toxicity in
addition to the severity of toxic effects.
Nanoparticle biodistribution can be quantified using mass cytometry, which provides a
time-of-flight label-free approach for inorganic NP quantitation in cells; mass cytometry can also
quantify GNPs with a lower detection limit of roughly 10 GNPs, with a 3 nm core size, in a single cell
(Y.-S. S. Yang et al., 2017). Other measurement techniques include inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
spectroscopies such as ICP mass spectrometry, Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting/scanning
(FACS), and high sensitivity methods for certain nanoparticles such as absorption measurements of
lysed cells (Gottstein et al, 2013). However, none of these methods are capable of differentiating
internalized from externally adhered particles to cells. Many successful attempts to solve this have
been specific for certain particles and/or certain fluorophores, making data comparison between
different nanoparticles difficult. The parallel measuring technique is problematic for nanoscale
particles that have been observed to enter cells at low temperatures.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
fluorescence microscopy, and confocal and multiphoton laser scanning microscopy all offer noninvasive, high spatial resolution, and high sensitivity analysis of NP penetration into human skin.
However, SEM and TEM have limitations due to sample staining and mechanical section while
conofocal and multiphoton laser scanning microscopy are capable of three-dimensional imaging of
NP distribution at micrometer resolution (Zou et al., 2017). However, conofocal microscopy
requires fluorescence and is not generally considered quantitative (Gottstein et al., 2013).
Hyperspectral imaging with enhanced darkfield microscopy (HSI-M) possesses unique
advantages in its non-invasiveness and simplicity. The HSI-M is capable of examining cellular
uptake of different metal-based NPs, including nanosized metals (gold and silver with citrate
stabilization), metal oxides (e.g. titanium dioxide), and ZnS core/shell quantum dots at subtoxic
concentrations. HSI-M can differentiate between NP types provided the spectral profiles are
distinctly differentiable (Mortimer et al., 2014). Initial attempts to analyze zebrafish embryo on the
HSI have encountered issues when mounting whole specimen on slides. Whole specimen mounting
seems a reasonable method because 120 hour zebrafish embryo are only an estimated 4 mm in
length and are very thin. However, a majority of the specimen is unobservable and obscured;
refracted light from only the first few layers of cells is detected clearly. HSI-M can’t produce high
definition data from whole-specimen mounts, therefore the zebrafish embryo must be sectioned
before HIS-M processing.

Zebrafish Exposures
The in vivo zebrafish embryo toxicology assay for toxicology research is less expensive and
far faster than other vertebrates such as mice assays. Zebrafish assays are cost-effective and the
zebrafish share a similar vertebrate body plan to that of a mouse or a human (L. Yang et al., 2009).
Embryo develop very rapidly and are small enough to complete individual trials in 96 well plates.
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The zebrafish assay has limited distribution data from nanotox studies using embryonic
zebrafish even with the broad use of this model for nanotox.
The goal of this work was to determine a successful method for sectioning zebrafish embryo for
HSI analysis while reducing tissue damage and promoting cell structure retention. This requires the
use of a tissue preservation agent in addition to the cryoprotection phase.
No changes were made to the zebrafish toxicology assay in this study; the methodology and its
benefits have been previously standardized within the lab. The assay has also been well established
for environmental and ecological purposes (Nagel, 2002), plus extensions into biomedical research
and overlap with environmental application (Scholz et al., 2008).

Methods to be Optimized
Preliminary work with the HSI involved imaging an entire zebrafish embryo specimen
without sectioning. Only the tissue layers closest to the microscope lens had definition; a majority
of the fish could not be imaged. This elicited the need to section zebrafish before HSI processing.
The first step in the optimization of this methodology was proper specimen preservation
and fixation techniques. Improper procedure here is one of the main contributors to the swiss
cheese effect - the tearing and damaging of specimen tissue from the extreme cold temperatures
without adequate cryoprotection measures. The variables that were modified are the
cryoprotectant and preservation media: pure OCT (Leica Biosystems, 2012)), 50:50 OCT plus 30%
sucrose (Emge, 2017), and 50:50 OCT plus 30% sucrose with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP).
After sufficient progress in specimen preservation and cryoprotection, the cryosectioning
method was adjusted. The independent variables considered were the cryostat chamber
temperature, section thickness, and cryostat sectioning media (OCT, Agar, and Agarose). The
cryostat was selected over the microtome as the sectioning instrument because the cryostat is
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commonly used for delicate tissues such as brain tissue and zebrafish embryo (Cunningham &
Doran, 2012). In this methodology, the entire zebrafish specimen is sectioned. This requires cutiing
through tissues of varying softness and densities. In the cryochamber, the tissues are strengthened
in the cold and there is less probability of damaging tissue when compared to a microtome.
Slide processing and staining was modified in the effort to minimize tissue loss from the
slides holding cryostat sections. The independent variables included the post-sectioning rest period
length, temperature of rest period, and Hematoxylin and Eosin (H & E) staining methodology
The HSI methodology was the least initially defined for this experiment and was dependent
on the successfully determination of all previous steps in the procedure. Hence, only preliminary
data was collected from the HSI. The dependent variables considered were several user-specified
HSI parameters and the use of stained versus unstained samples.

Embryonic Zebrafish Exposures, Specimen Preservation, and Cryoprotection
Introduction
The in vivo zebrafish toxicology assay is an effective method of ADME-Tox assessment
within a living system that is more complex than cell studies while serving as a cheaper and faster
alternative to rodent studies. Zebrafish assays are valuable because embryos are capable of
modeling for human exposure and response. This is due to the great similarity of the zebrafish
embryo vertebrate body plan to that of a mouse or a human (L. Yang et al., 2009).
Embryos develop very rapidly; they are considered larvae 72 hours post fertilization (hpf) and
the assay is complete with measurable toxicological effects present at 120 hpf (ZFIN, 1995).
Additionally, embryos are small enough to complete individual trials within 96 well plates and are
semi-translucent while developing, allowing for clearer evaluation of physiological structures. The
extent of mutation in zebrafish embryo for each checkpoint, in both external and internal organs, is
easily discernable. The checkpoints include physiological and behavioral mutations including, but
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not limited to: yolk sac edema, pericardial edema, abnormal movement patterns, delayed or lack of
response to touch, and deformation of the snout, fins, eyes, and brain (Figure 1).

Figure 1: A diagram of a zebrafish larvae at 120 hpf with some the main anatomical
structures labelled. The fins aren’t labelled since they aren’t clearly illustrated from this
angle (Graham, 1998).
The short time span of zebrafish exposures is significant for with respect to the rapid
development of nanomaterial research. Zebrafish assays yield toxicological analyses in five days
and multiple assays can be run simultaneously in several well plates. This enables zebrafish assays
to respond faster than other assays (e.g. rodent studies) to the continuous rapid development of
nanoparticles.
The 96 well plate is set up in increasing concentrations of substrate across the eight rows
(Figure 2). The concentration gradient aids in the creation of a mortality curve and the isolation of
the mean lethal dose (LD50). The highest and lowest concentrations of nanoparticles is altered
depending on the known toxicity of that particle to avoid extreme increases and decreases in the
lethality curve.
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Figure 2: The 96 well plate is prepared so each subsequent row increases in concentration of
the experimental substance. This set up is designed to create a mortality curve and isolate the
LD50. Picture source: (EandK Scientific, n.d.).

The specimen collected from the completed zebrafish assay must be treated to prevent
bacterial growth and tissue degradation. The tissue must also be protected against the freezing
process used for the cryostat preparation. Previous issues included the swiss cheese effect when
sectioning due to improper cryoprotecting, use of sectioning medium, cryostat settings, and
improper slide staining methods.

Materials and Methods
The independent variable considered and tested in specimen preservation and cryoprotection
includes varying the specimen cryoprotectant and preservation media: pure OCT (Leica
Biosystems, 2012), 50:50 OCT and 30% sucrose (Emge, 2017), 50:50 OCT and 30% sucrose with
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). PVP was added to sucrose because PVP mitigates cellular damage due
to the formation of ice crystals (Guha & Devireddy, 2010).
After completion of the zebrafish assay on the fifth day of exposure, the fish were run through
the fixation process. This step must occur before cryoprotection. Paraformaldehyde was more
efficient when made in batches stored in a -20°C freezer between uses. The zebrafish of interest
were transported from a 96 well plate to individual microcentrifuge tubes and placed in an icebox
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to numb and immobilize the fish. After the zebrafish were euthanized, the media in the
microcentrifuge tube from the 96 well plate was removed and replaced with thawed
paraformaldehyde. The tubes were stored in the ice bath when not actively in use. The
paraformaldehyde was then removed and replaced with 10% neutral buffered (NB) formalin as the
fixative agent. The NB formalin is the most commonly used fixative in human pathology because it
has rapid tissue penetration and fixation due to cross-linking (Copper et al., 2017). After the fish
were stored in the 10% NB formalin overnight, they were ready to undergo cryoprotection
processing.
To cryoprotect the zebrafish, the fish were transferred into either pure OCT, 50:50 OCT and
30% sucrose, or 50:50 OCT and 30% sucrose with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). The fish were stored
in the cryoprotectant media overnight. However, a shorter length of time is likely sufficient to yield
similar rates of cryoprotection in zebrafish tissue.

Results and Discussion
The reduction of the Swiss cheese effect and the adhesion of tissue to the slides were measured
as metrics of positive results (Figure 3).

Figure 3: (Left) Depicted is an example of the Swiss cheese effect caused by improper cryoprotection
of tissue and specimen preservation. The Swiss cheese effect is identified by the significant amount of
tissue loss and damage. This image demonstrates a zebrafish embryo sectioned in OCT without
optimization of other method processes. (Right) An embryo section with no swiss cheese effect.

There was little difference between the cryoprotectants: 30% sucrose and 30% Sucrose with
PVP. Storing the specimen in pure OCT or in 50:50 OCT and 30% sucrose produced noticeable
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results in reducing the Swiss-cheese effect versus 30% sucrose alone. There was no distinguishable
difference between the treatments of 100% OCT and 50:50 OCT and 30% sucrose. Between the two,
using pure OCT was more efficient.
The fixative, 10% NB formalin, wasn’t varied. However, this may be a worthwhile parameter to
optimize in the effort to preserve tissue quality, improve staining efficacy, and increase the nuclear
clarity of cells. While 10 % NB formalin is the most commonly used fixative in human pathology,
there are several other fixative alternatives. NB formalin has been rated the best quality fixative
against six others in categories regarding tissue quality, staining, and successful imaging (Copper et
al., 2017). If a fixative with a higher ranking that NB formalin were found, it could increase the
tissue quality for improved HSI analysis.
The results indicate that no further optimization of the cryoprotectant media is required.
Using pure OCT, results within the desired parameters were determined for the overall sectioning
protocol. The final preservation and cryoprotection protocol is included in Appendix A.

Cryosectioning of Zebrafish
Introduction
A cryostat is similar to a microtome in function. The delineating difference is that the
cryostat operates within a chamber at a maintained, cool temperature whereas the microtome is
generally operated at room temperature open to the atmosphere. Both rotary-type instruments
section by the rotary action of a hand wheel to cut thin tissue slices ranging from 0.5 – 60 μm for
applications in histology and pathology. Metal blades are used to section for light microscopy
histology and are typically made of steel (IEEE GlobalSpec, n.d.).
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Figure 4: Internal layout of the cryostat chamber with major elements labelled. (Emge, 2017).
This diagram is accurate for the Leica CM1850 model cryostat (Leica Biosystems, 2012).

Cryostats allow for precise sectioning of standard and non-standard materials in a chilled
temperature controlled environment (Figure 4). Many include automated, precise specimen
advance systems (Chaplin, n.d.). This automated system aids in the uniformity and precision of the
specimen sections with respect to each other, allowing for more thoroughly analysis on a cellular
scale. The microtome cryostat provides the most consistent method of obtaining permanent frozen
sections of high quality. In using this instrument, paraffin section quality has been closely
approximated (Nunnally & Abbott, 1961).
Cryostats section portions of rodent brain tissue because the use of paraffin in microtomes
is effective only on small or thin tissue samples. The delicate brain tissue must be hardened by low
temperatures to maintain structure and prevent damage in micron-thin sections (Cunningham &
Doran, 2012). Brain tissue is an appropriate reference for zebrafish embryo tissue as they are both
delicate and must be handled with care. The colder temperatures of a cryostat aids in the
reinforcement of delicate tissues.
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Materials and Methods
The independent variables considered and tested in the cryosectioning of the zebrafish larvae
included: the cryostat chamber temperature, section thickness, and cryostat sectioning media (OCT,
Agar, and Agarose).
The slides were treated with APES (3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane), providing a positive charge
to the slides to attract the negatively charged tissue (Kuhlmann, 2006). This process aids
significantly the adhesion of tissue to the slides, especially in the staining process. A detailed
procedure of the APES slide treatment is included in the Appendix B.
OCT, agar, and agarose were tested as cryostat media for the reduction of the Swiss cheese
effect. OCT was used by recommendation of the Leica Cryostat manual (Leica Biosystems, 2012).
OCT remains fluid at room temperature and requires freezing to set. This involves positioning the
zebrafish embryo in a mold filled with OCT and manually positioning the embryo as flat as possible.
However, the embryo will sink and twist within seconds, requiring the OCT to be immediately
frozen. This can be accomplished using liquid nitrogen or dry ice. Liquid nitrogen was selected due
to the higher freezing rate.
Agarose was considered as a cryostat media due to its high transparency and structural
integrity (S Tsao-Wu et al., 1998). The use of Western Blot equipment made agarose molds more
effective in controlling the angle of the fish during fixation. The agarose is a viscoelastic solid at
room temperature with gel-like characteristics. A microwave was used to loosen the agarose and a
stirrer hot plate was used to melt it. The agarose was then poured into Western Blot equipment, to
create uniform wells, and allowed to cool (Figure 5). Agarose has greater structural integrity than
OCT and agar. It allows more precise positioning of the zebrafish due to surface tension which
adheres the embryo flat along the well wall.
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Figure 5: Depicted left is a set agarose mold made from Western Blot equipment to create uniform
wells for the positioning and embedding of zebrafish embryo. Depicted right are smaller sections of
the agarose mold with embedded zebrafish floating in a sucrose solution for cryoprotection.

The zebrafish tissue specimen were flash frozen using liquid nitrogen. The specimen embedded
in agarose was placed in OCT on the Leica specimen disc. Aluminum foil was used to create a rim
around the disc used as a handle for the tongs to lower the specimen into the liquid nitrogen. The
specimen was dipped in the liquid nitrogen- to expedite flash freezing, then held on the liquid
surface - if held under the liquid, the structural integrity of the OCT and specimen is potentially
compromised.
Liquid nitrogen was used as the freezing agent, rather than powdered dry ice or -80 °C
isopentane because it is one of the coldest liquids routinely available and it does not mix with
tissue. Potential drawbacks of using liquid nitrogen: it has an extremely low specific heat constant
and boils locally when in contact with tissue at room temperature. The nitrogen vapor surrounding
the tissue may slow the penetration of cold into the tissue and facilitate crystal formation within the
tissue. (Cunningham & Doran, 2012). However, the zebrafish tissue is far smaller and thinner than
the rodent brain tissue described in this scenario and the use of a sucrose solution to remove water
from the tissue greatly mitigates the negative effects of liquid nitrogen.
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The initial cryostat chamber temperature was chosen based on the range given for brain tissue
in the Leica Cryostat manual of -15 to -25 °C and literature data specifying zebrafish cryostat
sectioning temperature as -20 °C (Vanhauwaert et al., 2016). Brain tissue was used as a reference
because zebrafish tissue is fragile and is most physically comparable to brain tissue for larger
organisms.
Step-by-step instructions and techniques for proper cryostat sectioning and cryostat
maintenance are demonstrated in (Burry, 2010) and in the Leica Cryostat operating manual (Leica
Biosystems, 2012). Before sectioning, it is crucial that the specimen disc and sectioning blade rest in
the cryostat chamber for at least 20 minutes to reach equilibrium with the surrounding chamber
temperature. Many components can be adjusted to correctly align the specimen disc, knife, and
anti-roll plate.
To begin sectioning, the specimen block must be cut closer to the zebrafish. A higher thickness
setting expedites this process. Between sections, excess material unfit to be placed on a slide was
brushed off the knife to the section waste tray. The knife and anti-roll plate should be clear of all
section residue including smudges. Smudges may indicate a chamber temperature that is too high.
Troubleshooting guidance is provided in the Leica Cryostat manual (Leica Biosystems, 2012).

Results and Discussion
Metrics for success in each variable tested were measured by clean and firm cryostat
sections, reduction of the swiss cheese effect, improved imaging quality, and increased section
adhesion to the slide. Agarose was chosen as the cryostat media. This was determined in our study
by comparison of: primarily the reduction of the swiss cheese effect, and to a lesser extent, the ease
of sectioning due to better structural integrity and increased accuracy in the orientation of fish
within media.
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The method proposed by Tsao-Wu from Pennsylvania State also utilizes an agarose
embedding media, but uses a microtome and paraffin for sectioning at 4 μm. The results from this
method have very high cellular definition and are compiled in the Zfin library (S Tsao-Wu et al.
1998). Another method uses a tissue freezing medium (such as OCT) rather than agarose as an
embedding media and sections 8 – 12 μm thick sections at -20°C (Utell & Frampton, 2000). This
method also yielded sections with little tissue damage and high cellular definition.
Cryostat sectioning was tested at five temperatures: -8, -12, -17, -21, and -26 °C. Optimal
sectioning results were obtained at -26 °C. Smearing occurred at temperatures of -8, -12, and -17 °C,
indicating that these temperatures were too high. The agarose was too warm to maintain its
structure and cut cleanly. Smearing is depicted in Figure 6A on the edge of the anti-roll plate and on
the knife section aligned with the specimen disc. Optimal sectioning was gauged by a lack of
smearing, successful consecutive sections, and wholly intact sections without tears or gaps. The
sectioning results at -26 °C were determined as optimal due to consistent successful “ribboning” of
the sections (Figure 6B).
For future optimization, the chamber temperature should be tested at a lower value to
ensure that -26°C is the most appropriate value. This was the coldest setting at which the chamber
was tested, so this value was never truly verified as completely optimized.

A

B

Figure 6: (A) Example of smearing caused by an elevated cryostat chamber operating temperature.
The specimen and agarose lose structural integrity and crumple on the blade and smear on the glass
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which requires cleaning between each section. (B) Example of successful ribboning due to correct
cryostat operating parameters. Ribboning allows faster and more efficient sectioning.

Sections were generally cut around 9 μm, but ranged from 7 to 12 μm depending on the
structural integrity of the sections. The structural integrity minorly fluctuated between the trials.
This fluctuation could be attributed to a number of factors, but most likely stemmed from variations
of chamber temperature due to the length of time the display cover was left open while sectioning.
Other possible factors include slight variation of agarose media composition, the quality and
success of the flash freezing process, and the cleanliness of the knife and anti-roll plate.
The successful variation of the previous parameters led to a distinct and measurable
decrease in the swiss cheese effect. This is illustrated by the increased tissue retention of the
section displayed in Figure 7B below. Other section quality improvements included decreased
occurrence of section folding or tearing due to structurally weak sectioning media and/or elevated
chamber temperatures and decreased occurrence of section fracturing due to low chamber
temperatures. The final methodology is provided in Appendix C.

A

B

Figure 37: (A) Left is the zebrafish sectioned before the finalized method and parameters were determined:
it was processed without cryoprotection, embedded in OCT rather than agarose, and sectioned at -17°C. (B)
Right is a zebrafish section that was cryoprotected in 50/50 OCT and 30% sucrose solution, was embedded
in agarose, and sectioned at -26°C.

Slide Processing and Staining
Introduction
Slide processing here refers to the treatment of the slides after sectioning but before
staining. This is important because the conditions and environments in this portion effect the
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adhesion of the section tissue to the slides. During the initial Hematoxylin and Eosin (H & E)
staining, all sections suffered some amount of tissue loss while some sections were pulled off the
slide altogether. The staining procedure was also modified to promote tissue retention.
H & E staining is important for general histology and identifying cell features and integrity.
This procedure has been used for at least a century and are still essential in the identification of
morphological changes in tissue. The stain has remained unchanged for so long because it works
well with a variety of fixatives and it displays a broad range of cytoplasmic, nuclear, and
extracellular matrix features (Fischer et al., 2008a). Hematoxylin is deep blue-purple in color and
stains nucleic acids by a complex reaction. Eosin is pink and stains proteins nonspecifically. The
combination of the two dyes allows for identification of organs and cellular structures within the
zebrafish.

Materials and Methods
The independent variables considered in slide processing and staining included postsectioning rest period length, the rest period temperature, and the H & E staining methodology.
After sectioning, the slides were allowed to rest before any further processing to promote enhanced
adherence of the tissue to the slides. The length of time for the rest period was varied at 30 minutes,
60 minutes, and overnight, which varied from 13 to 22 hours. After the optimal rest period was
determined, the temperature of the rest period was varied at 40 °C, 21 °C, and -80 °C. Slides rested
on a warm plate at 40 °C for one hour to encourage the tissue sections to adhere better to the slides
(RnD Systems, n.d.).
After resting, the slides were either stored in a -80 °C freezer or were cover slipped to maintain
tissue quality and prevent bacterial growth. Slides stored in the -80 °C freezer in a box with a damp
paper towel to prevent dehydration of tissue. The slides were cover slipped by dabbing clear nail
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polish along one edge of a cover slip, aligning the cover slip edge with that of the slide and lowering
the slip so a thin layer of nail polish remained between the slip and the slide.
The H & E staining method underwent several changes before a suitable methodology was
solidified (Appendix D). The original staining method was based on a published procedure and
modifications were made through trial and error experimentation (Fischer et al, 2008b).

Results and Discussion
The temperature treatments produced no discernable changes in staining tissue retention.
Since the temperature treatments didn’t aid in tissue retention, the slides rested at room
temperature within a slide container to maintain efficiency (Figure 8).
Many sources suggested that the slides must be allowed to rest at room temperature for at
least half an hour before further processing; however, better results were obtained when allowed
to rest overnight. The optimal resting time period was determined to be 1 hour for sufficient
adherence of tissue to the slides when staining. The optimum rest period time was determined as 1
hour to be conservative. Many resources recommended 30 minutes, so further tested could be
completed to prove which time is more efficient and effective. The temperature treatments didn’t
have any noticeable effects. This contradicts other papers that use heat or cold to promote tissue
adhesion to the slide.
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Figure 8: The successful Cryosectioning methodology allowed for consecutive sections with no swiss
cheese effect. The hematoxylin stain is slightly too dark in these sections, but the successful H & E
staining method resulted in no tissue loss.

In the H & E staining method, the length of time the slides rested in each dye was reduced
dramatically, but especially the hematoxylin dye. Some steps in the procedure did not have
significant effects on the slides and were removed for efficiency. One of the largest obstacles in the
staining process was poor tissue retention; tissue washed off the slides during staining. The best
solution to this problem was to significantly reduce the power of the water rinses between dyes.

A

B
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Figure 9: (Left-A) A section with less hematoxylin dye. This coloration is what the finalized H & E
staining method produced. (Right-B) The tail of the section began to lift off during staining and was
close to falling off the slide altogether. This section is also far too dark and displays the H & E staining
method with a longer hematoxylin immersion time.

The H & E staining method was altered several times. A significant modification was
reducing the hematoxylin stain exposure time from 3 minutes to 30 seconds. This was necessary
because many sections were stained far too dark (Figure 9B). The 30 second time frame is far
smaller than many other staining procedures. This may be due to the delicate and thin nature of the
zebrafish tissue compared to other, much larger, tissue masses in histology such as mouse samples.

Hyperspectral Imaging
Introduction
The hyperspectral imaging microscope is commonly used for identifying specific particles
within another system. Hyperspectral microscopy has the capability to screen for the presence of
nanomaterials and locate, identify, and characterize them for further analysis (Roth et al., 2015).
Hyperspectral dark field microscopy classifies spectral signatures to characterize nanoparticles
individually or in populations based on composition or morphology. Dark field microscopy
provides a high contrast suitable for the for observing low-contrast objects not usually visible by
conventional bright field microscopy. Dark field microscopy is based on indirect illumination of the
specimen; through interaction with the sample, it collects only the reflected or elastically scattered
light (Zamora-Perez et al., 2018).
Preliminary work with the HSI before the development of the methodology described in
previous chapters involved imaging an entire zebrafish embryo without sectioning. This yielded
poor results and virtually no image definition on a cellular level. Only the tissue sections closest to
the microscope lens had definition and a majority of the fish could not be imaged.
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Materials and Methods
The independent variables considered in hyperspectral imaging included several user-specified
HSI parameters and stained versus unstained samples. Fish exposed to Ag with PT or HT
stabilization and 750 mg/L gold star NPs were tested. The two types of Ag NPs had either PT or HT
stabilization and both types were comprised of different shapes: triangles, spheres, and cubes. HSI
is especially effective at imaging metals and metalloid compounds due to their highly reflective
natures. This greatly aids the efficacy of indirect illumination for the HSI and results in clearer NP
detection.
Before using the hyperspectral imaging microscope, the fish were first documented using an
optical microscope. This stage includes a visual analysis of sectioning quality and subsequent
selection of sections for processing with HSI. The chosen specimen were marked on the slide along
the edges with slide marker to aid in the correct alignment of the specimen.
The fish specimen was imaged and data was added to the spectral library, then refined to
isolate the nanoparticles of interest in the fish. By overlaying the spectral particle map above the
optical image, the nanoparticle distribution easier to recognize. The veracity of the spectral map
was established by testing the map on an untreated control fish. If the map detected nanoparticles
in the control, then the map was incorrectly identifying background and/or insignificant particles
as the nanoparticle of interest and the map would be need to be further refined.

Results
Preliminary HSI results indicate successful detection of nanoparticles within the zebrafish
sections (Figure 10). Spectral libraries for (Ag PT and HT) were created and refined, but the extent
of revision of the library is not concrete. The results support that nanoparticle distribution based on
shape can be measured given more refinement of the spectral libraries and more trials to verify the
precision of this technique.
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The hyperspectral imaging microscope section requires more trials before conclusive
results can be found. More trials of Ag PT and HT particles would increase the reproducibility. To
compare the performance of the spectral libraries with other nanoparticles, a study on gold would
be beneficial for ensuring that the HSI spectral libraries are accurate.

Figure 10: (Left-A) An HSI image of a zebrafish embryo head. This section clearly depicts the gills.
Overlayed is the spectral map for Ag PT NPs. The three main colors visible (blue, pink, and yellow)
illustrate the biodistribution of the three Ag NP shapes (spheres, cubes, and triangles). (Right-B)
The spectra associated with each main color that identifies a different Ag NP shape.

The HSI data collected strongly suggests biopartitioning of the various Ag NP shapes that
the embryo was exposed to (Figure 10). The spectral libraries were successfully refined with
enough accuracy to enable the hyperspectral imaging microscope to differentiate between Ag PT
spheres, triangles, and cubes.
Silver and gold nanoparticles were considered in this method for HSI processing because
they are easier to detect. The spectral response of a gold nanoparticle differs significantly from the
cell membrane spectra in the blood (AzoNano, 2013). Elements like Ag and Au have distinct
spectral libraries that are representative of the element and are easy to identify; additionally,
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increases in particle size are known to cause a red shift of the spectral signature by tens of
nanometers while ionic silver does not give a detectable peak by this technique (Théoret &
Wilkinson, 2017). Using other nanoparticle materials could require altering HSI settings and may
be more difficult to detect.
The success in the development of these experiments is supported by similar research on
silver nanoparticles; the application of HSI for intracellular identification and detection for different
metal-based nanoparticles was explored. The technique also successfully differentiated between
two types of nanoparticles internalized simultaneously in the cell (Mortimer et al., 2014).

Conclusions
Effective methodologies for specimen fixation, cryoprotection, cryostat sectioning, and slide
processing have been developed. All portions of the experiment up to hyperspectral imaging have
been tested and refined. Further improvements can be made in each section to increase the
efficiency of the overall process. These improvements include verifying the optimum cryostat
chamber temperature, regulating section thickness, and establishing the most efficient slide rest
period.
The preliminary hyperspectral imaging data suggests positive results for tracking the
biodistribution within zebrafish sections. A spectral library was successfully created and verified
for Ag PT and HT particles. The spectral libraries were utilized to isolate silver particles and
measure the biodistribution based on surface chemistry. This was the only specimen for which a
spectral library was successfully created and there is not enough additional HSI data evaluate
reproducibility.
With the successful development of this project, nanoparticles will be traceable within organ
systems and individual cells of the zebrafish embryo. The toxicity of a nanoparticle due to surface
chemistry or shape will be better isolated from the toxicity due to an accumulation of nanoparticles
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within a certain region of the body. This process will be capable of differentiating between cells
dying from nanoparticle-sourced lysis versus the release of nanoparticles from a cell that recently
died.
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Appendices of Finalized Protocols
Specimen Fixation
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

Gather paraformaldehyde and the 96 well plate containing the completed zebrafish embryo
assay.
a. The paraformaldehyde may be prepared in bulk and stored in a freezer in-between
uses.
Pipette fish from the same row into a single microcentrifuge tube.
a. Use an automatic pipette and disposable tips with an inner diameter of ~1.5 - 2 cm.
If the tapered tip causes difficulty, snip the end to widen the opening for easier
embryo removal.
b. When pipetting embryo, pull up or push out the liquid with the embryo slowly and
transport one at a time to avoid embryos adhering to the tip wall.
c. Include some liquid from the corresponding wells along with the embryo into the
microcentrifuge tubes.
d. Use a light box to better see the embryo in the well plate.
Record the following parameters into a table in a lab notebook: the tube number, the number of
embryo in the tube, the age of the embryo, and the nanoparticle treatment they were exposed
to.
Place the microcentrifuge tubes with embryo into a foam box filled with ice to immobilize the
fish – they will sink to the bottom of the tube.
After all well plate rows are depleted and all tubes are on ice, remove the first tube from the ice.
a. If the fish haven’t all sunk to the bottom, replace the tube and wait before
continuing.
Remove as much solution from the tube as possible into a waste container and replace with
fresh fishwater (roughly 1 mL). Replace the tube on ice.
Repeat this step for all tubes.
Complete steps 6 and 7 twice more. This rinses the fish of the exposure solution.
Remove the first tube from the ice and remove as much fishwater as possible. Replace with
~200 µL of paraformaldehyde.
Place the tube in a tray that can fit in a refrigerator.
Repeat steps 9 and 10 for all tubes.
a. If the number of fish in a single tube is very high (more than 15), add more than 200
µL of paraformaldehyde.
Place the completed tray in the refrigerator overnight.
Remove the tray from the refrigerator and complete the fishwater rinsing process three times
for each tube.
Replace the fishwater in each tube with 200 – 300 µL of 30 % sucrose solution.
a. The sucrose solution should be made with a small addition of NaH to prevent
bacterial growth in-between uses.
b. Add more sucrose solution to tubes containing a large number of embryos.
Place the tray back in the refrigerator and wait to use until the embryos have sunk to the
bottom of the tube.
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No changes were made to the Specimen Fixation protocol in this experiment. This protocol was
previously developed in the Harper Nanotoxicology lab.

Specimen Embedding
1. Create a 1 % agarose solution (molecular biology grade).
2. Use western blot equipment to make a mold. Pour the agarose and ensure there are no air
bubbles near the teeth of the equipment.
3. Allow to rest at room temperature until completely solid (roughly an hour).

Figure A1: A set agarose mold made from Western Blot equipment. Each well can easily fit an
embryo.

4. Cut the agarose into smaller pieces for easier handling. This experiment cut the mold in
Figure A1 into 4 pieces. Trim the excess agarose.
5. Warm the agarose solution on a stirrer warm plate.
a. Keep just warm enough to avoid solidification. Too hot agarose may damage the
embryos.
6. Place pieces of the agarose mold in a glass container under a microscope (Figure A2). Place
the agarose solution nearby.
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Figure A2: Trimmed pieces of the agarose mold in a glass container under a microscope.

7. Collect the fixed specimen immersed in sucrose from the refrigerator. The embryos should
have sunk to the bottom of the centrifuge tube before continuing.

Figure A3: Experimental set-up for the embedding process.

8. Use a pipette to transfer an embryo from a tube into a well in the agarose mold.
a. Leave some sucrose solution in the well to allow movement of the embryo.
9. Reposition the embryo in the well onto its back close to one of the walls.
a. The embryo lays flat this way and increases the chances of getting flat sections.
10. Use a Kimwipe to slowly pull the sucrose solution out of the well. Reposition the embryo to
keep it in place as needed.
a. Once the solution is gone, surface tension will adhere the embryo to the wall.
11. Use a pipette to transfer some agarose solution into the well. Do so slowly to avoid moving
the embryo, but fast enough to avoid premature solidification of the aqueous agarose.
12. Repeat this step for all embryo to be sectioned.
13. Allow the agarose in the wells to cool completely before submerging in the 30% sucrose
solution.
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14. Store in the refrigerator until the fish have sunk.
This protocol was influenced by a method outlined in literature (S Tsao-Wu et al., 1998).

APES Slide Treatment
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place new slides in a slide box.
Rinse the slides in the box under running DI H2O for 15 minutes.
Dry the slides in the 37 °C incubator overnight.
Immerse slides in 4% APES (3-Aminopropyltriethoxysilane) for 20 minutes.
a. Remove the slides from the box before immersion. Handle the APES and slides with
tongs to avoid skin contact. If glassware is used to contain the APES, the glassware can’t
be used for other purposes as APES will leach into the glass.

Repeat steps 2 and 3 exactly. The slides are safe to handle by hand after these steps.

Cryosectioning
1. Remove the agarose-embedded fish from the refrigerator.
2. Trim the specimen to be sectioned from the rest of the agarose mold.
a. Leave at least 2 mm of agarose around the embryo. Trim the agarose to no thicker
than 4 mm from the embryo.
3. Place the trimmed specimen in a separate microcentrifuge tube filled with pure OCT.
4. Allow to rest overnight.
5. Collect liquid nitrogen and the cryostat chucks.
6. Form an aluminum foil handle around the chuck (Figure A4). This allows proper handling of
the chuck when flash-freezing.
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Figure A4: Aluminum foil handle around the cryostat chuck.

7. Place a small amount of OCT to the chuck and place the trimmed specimen on top.
8. Hold the chuck with tongs by the aluminum foil handle and place into the liquid Nitrogen.

Slide H&E Staining
Dip the glass slide-holder rack serially in the following treatments:
1.

95% EtOH – 2 minutes.

2.

Running water (1) – 5 minutes

3.

Gill’s Hematoxylin – 30 seconds

4.

Running water – 5 minutes

5.

Scott’s solution (2) – 3 minutes

6.

Running water – 5 minutes

7.

Eosin – 1.5 minutes

8.

95% EtOH – 30 seconds

9.

100% EtOH – 30 seconds

The treatments should be held in containers just large enough to fit the solutions. The EtOH,
Hematoxylin, and Eosin may all be reused. A tenth step (xylene for 5 minutes in the fume hood)
was discarded since the slides are cover-slipped within 2 – 4 days after staining; this step
preserves the tissue, rendering the xylene unnecessary.
(1) For all running water stages, the water must be run as gently as possible to avoid disturbing
the tissue on the slides. This has the largest impact on tissue retention during staining.
Success was found using a funnel to reduce the turbulence of the water bath (Figure A5). An
alternative solution is the use of tubing to direct the water.
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Figure A5: The use of a funnel lessens the turbulence of the water bath by softening the impact made by
water hitting the surface of the bath. The water running into the funnel is circled for clarity.

(2) Scott’s solution:
•

2g sodium bicarbonate

•

20g MgSO4

•

1 liter water

The slides must be cover-slipped within 2 – 4 days to preserve tissue quality. Use clear nail polish to
adhere the cover slip to the slide. Wait at least one day after staining before cover-slipping to allow
the tissue to completely dry.
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